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Abstract:  
Introduction. The materials used in restorative therapy are often involved in the induction of oral pathologies as 
singular factors in the mechanical effects of direct trauma of the periodontal structures or cytotoxic effect of its 
components, but more often by surface appearance.  
The aim of the study is to evaluate surface qualities of restorative material influenced by the technological 
processing. 
Material and method. Have been studied microscopic surface qualities of the 4 types of metal alloys available 
on the market, from which the samples were made, what were subjected to processing and polishing with 
abrasive material on a textile, grain with variable results to study.  Metallographic microscope indicates 
improving surface quality after each stage of processing and polishing, the final preservation of defects, 
attributed to the structural heterogeneity from filling microparticles with temper differently for each structural 
component.  
Conclusions. A polishing and finishing of the restorative material is often difficult, leading to the emergence of 
retention areas, more or less irregular, which would influence the mechanical and biological qualities of the 
alloy.  

 
 
INTRODUCTION  

In the last decade, the increasing 
interest of practitioners for the surface of 
restorative materials, was growing, 
seeking solutions, so that bacterial 
accumulation to be as low or even absent 
[1]. 

Importance of dental alloys in the 
study and submit for the introduction of 
technologies that do not affect in particular 
the primary structure of alloys and surface 
quality of their. Or the quality of resistance 
over time in relation to applications 
against chemical agents or biological 
environmental orally with highly corrosive 
action are influenced on one hand the 
quality of structural material, on the other 
hand, technology processing them [2].  
There are many methods of processing and 
polishing of the restorations, whether used 
in the oral cavity or in the laboratory, but 
none offers maximum efficiency, having 
regard to the anatomy of the tooth, 
subgingivale sites less accessible, but also 
the variety of restorative procedures. 
Changes resulting in their mass, the 
processing technology, or in superficial 
layers or in the deep, negatively influences 

the mechanical strength and surface 
characteristics that impact particularly on 
tissues neighborhood, through direct or 
indirect effect. 

In recent years, was introduced on the 
market a wide variety of materials, hence 
the need for knowledge and study of 
physical-mechanical properties and the 
mechanisms involved in the periodontal 
pathology.  

 
THE AIM OF THE STUDY 

The study was focused on the 
microscopic evaluation of surface qualities 
of dental alloys in terms of processing and 
finishing used. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 

To assess the impact of technological 
processing on the final state of the surface 
roughness of materials used in restorative 
therapy, have been studied 4 types of 
metal alloys available on the market, used 
in Prosthetic restorations: alloy-based Au, 
alloy-based of Pd-Ag (Palliag), Cr-Ni 
(Vera Soft) and alloy-based Cu -NPG 
(USA).The research on quality assessment 
of microscopic surface materials tested 
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were performed in the Laboratory of 
metallographic analysis of SC MITTAL 
STEEL IASI S.A. Has been made alloy 
samples with dimensions corresponding to 
microscopic analysis, at different stages of 
production which were included in a 

holder with Epoxi resin (Fig.1). Samples 
of metal alloys were subjected to quality 
analysis of surface using NEOPHOT 
Metallographic microscope 21, designed 
for the study in light reflected (Fig.2). 

Fig.1                                                                               
Fig.2 

 
Superficial layer of the microstructure 

of samples was analyzed by eye of the 
microscope and by projection on a 
particular screen (with Fresnel lens) and 
photographed by automated system.  
Processing and finishing was done with 

abrasive paper discs with medium, fine 
and ultrafine granulations attached to 
rotating media (Fig.3). Optical microscope 
image (MO) for each material was 
analyzed according to the abrasive 
granulations (Fig.4) used as follows:  

 
a- prior to processing 
b-400X MO image to 80 x grain  
c- 400X MO image to 120 x grain 
d- 400X MO image to 240 x grain 
e- 400X MO image to 600 x grain 
f- 400X MO image to 800 x grain 
g- 400X MO image to 1000 x grain 
h- 400X  
 
 

 

 
                               Fig.3                                                               Fig.4 
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RESULTS 
The finishing procedures determine 

some aspects of variables depending on 
the material investigated and the technique 
used. Finishing and polishing of 
restorative materials is an important stage 
of the therapeutic process, whether it is 
done directly in the oral cavity, or that is 
done in the laboratory.  

Metallographic microscopic 
examination reveals the defects of the 
surface material in the form of porosity 
that could be a risk factor in the 

periodontal pathology, and open areas of 
corrosion in the oral environment.  

When examining the gold alloy is 
observed that the strength and density does 
not allow to obtain a perfectly polished 
surfaces, regardless of method or material 
used for this purpose even with diamond 
paste on a textile support and granulations 

surface texture obtained after processing 
and finishing should still be accessible for 
bacterial accumulation in conditions of 
poor hygiene in the oral cavity (Fig. 5). 

 

 
a                                         b                                                    c 

 

 
d                                             e                                              f 

 
g                                                           h 

Fig.5. 
 

Due structural heterogeneity caused 
by filling micro particle, presenting a 
different temper of each component, it is 
impossible to obtain a mirror sheen, with 
preservation of surface defects, which 

influences the final quality of both surface 
alloys of gold and the other alloys tested 
Palliag(Fig.6).  
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             a                                  b                              c                                d 
 

 
                e                            f                                   g                                h 
 

In the case of alloys based on Pd-Ag, 
to the situation (a) after polishing can find 
important surface irregularities caused by 
the abrasive material with large 
granulations (80, 120, 240) for later in 
other parts disappear gradually defects, but 
not disappear entirely some structural 
defects (Fig. 6h). And in the case of 
nenobile alloys by lack of homogeneity 
NPG alloy, occurring surface defects with 
some highlighting of important scratch, 
what cannot be completely removed by 
polishing and finishing (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). 
Although final processing using abrasive 
paste and textures with very fine 
granulations continues to persist in some 
areas the characteristic appearance of the 

on large areas.  
Final image shows an improvement in 

the surface roughness with an appearance 
more typical slick but with impregnation 
particles from the abrasive material, 
images found in some studies in the 
literature [3]. Microscopic image obtained 
from samples of alloys based on Cr-Ni, 
after processing in various stages of use 
abrasive materials with the decreasing 
granulation size shows a progressive 
reduction of surface defects that resulted 
from the casting process, the impossibility 
of removing all them, as justified by the 
increased hardness of the material (Fig. 9). 

 

 
Fig.7                                                                      Fig.8 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.9 
 

Surface qualities rated from 
microscopic studies show a variability of 
images that can be influenced not only by 
the material itself but also by its structural 
components, the casting process and in 
part on the final processing. Few or no 
weaknesses in technology have occurred 
during casting of the alloy, as those that 
occur during processing and polishing 
leaves microscopic surface defects noticed 
in the form of depressions, holes, cracks, 
scratch or protuberance which may be 
ecological niches for bacterial flora while 
mechanical factors may be local irritation 
of the gingival tissues (microlesions) and 
points to irreversible macroscopic changes 
(corrosion). Superficial defects (pores, 
cracks, holes,) encountered in metal alloys 
may form in the oral environment areas of 
differential, organic retention and reduced 
salivary flow, especially when are placed 
subgingival making the electrochemical 
potential of these areas to differ from the 
rest of the prosthetic surface, fact which 
generates some galvanic micropile, with 
the installation of electrochemical 
corrosion [4.5] and fostering a vicious 
circle with a role in the initiation, 
maintenance or worsening of periodontal 
conditions. A gold alloy, with increased 
environmental and noble metal, has a fine 
crystalline structure and limits the grain 
with very low foreign inclusions to explain 
resistance while surface corrosion. 

Conversely, alloys based on Cu, 
containing a small amount of elements for 
protection against corrosion, will produce 
original gloss surface but degrades over 
time in the oral environment, especially in 
poor areas. 

Microscopic analysis indicates that the 
surfaces of materials subjected to various 
methods of polishing, there are differences 
that should be forever linked with the 
composition of materials.  

 
CONCLUSIONS  
The appearance of the area is one of the 
peculiarities to be taken into consideration 
the purpose of any restorative treatment 
for sustainability in the oral environment.  
Trends to remove some alloys in dental 
practice is justified by the results of the 
studies on surface qualities, which might 
influence the biological and mechanical 
qualities of the  
A polishing and finishing of the restorative 
material is sometimes difficult, because 
the component is not wear in the same 
extent, leading to the emergence of land 
more or less irregular.  
It is very important for achieving a perfect 
polishing and finishing with obtaining the 
so called "mirror shine, not just to 
influence the behavior of restorative 
materials in the oral cavity and negative 
influences that you may have. 
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